
We have had to change the venue as a result of a weed problem at
Abbey Meads. You will be made just as welcome at Datchet Water at
Queen Mother Reservoir, Horton Road, Slough SL3 9NT and further
details can be found on their website https://dwrsc.wordpress.com.
This includes a Google map and instructions of how to get there.

Please follow the special instructions carefully when you arrive at the entrance to the club
don’t ‘tailgate’ the car in front. Also there is a requirement when on the launching pontoons
to wear a lifejacket or buoyancy aid. Do not worry if you do not have one as the club does
have a few to ensure that this safety requirement is carried out.

The current ISAF RSD Marblehead class rules will apply and the racing will be governed by the RRS 2013-2016,
MYA SSIs. Roger Stollery will be the PRO, assisted by his usual team and so you can be assured of a well run
event on a superb radio sailing water.

The relevant notices are as follows:
- from 0900 hours.  All boats will be checked in the length gauge.

 - this will start at approximately 0945 hours.
 - the first race will start soon after the briefing at approximately 1000 hours - no race will

start after 1545 hours and any race in progress at 1615 hours will be abandoned.

In addition to the Mermaid, you will also be racing for the Ted Gearey Trophy for the best improver; best
place improvement after Race 3. The Vic Cooney Trophy will also be awarded to the highest placed
competitor over 60 years of age. There will also be a junior and ‘furthest travelled’ prize.

Bring your boat certificate, PSN certificate available at the registration table as soon as possible after you arrive.
We will inform competitors in advance if there is a requirement to modify sail numbers or add a prefix ‘1’ to
avoid clashes.

Please enter either by email with all your usual details to Roger on stollery17@sky.com or by phone on 01483
421 801 by midnight on  The entry fee is £5 to be paid at registration.

If you are an IOM sailor you are most welcome to borrow a competitive Marblehead. You will be
surprised how good it feels and how well it sails! Please don’t hesitate to ring Roger, or Martin on
01372 377 051.
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